
Southern California Edison Company 
P. 0. BOX 800 

2244 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE 

ROSEMEAD, CALIFORNIA 91770 

M.O.MEDFORD TELEPHONE 

MANAGER, NUCLEAR LICENSING January 21, 1986 (818) 302-174 

Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
Attention: Mr. G. E. Lear, Director 

PWR Project Directorate No. 1 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20555 

Gentlemen: 

Subject: Docket 50-206 
Generic Letter 83-28 Item 1.2 - Post Trip Review: 
Data and Information Capabilities 
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
Unit 1 

Reference: September 3, 1985 letter from J. A. Zwolinski, NRC, 
to K. P. Baskin, SCE, regarding the subject topic 

The referenced letter provided the results of the staff's 
preliminary review of and resulting staff questions concerning the subject 
item. A discussion was held between NRC staff and SCE to determine if the 
existing data and information capabilities meet the intent of the staff's 
criteria for Post-Trip Review. As a result of this discussion, staff 
reviewers identified the need to review the control room Events Recorder 
technical manuals and a copy of the recorder strip chart following an actual 
reactor trip. This information is provided as an enclosure to this letter.  

The staff reviewers also requested an explanation of the high speed 
operation of the Events Recorder strip chart. Our letter of November 28, 1983 
indicated that on receipt of a trip signal the Events Recorder automatically 
enters a high speed mode of operation in which the strip chart is advanced at 
3600 times the normal speed for ten seconds. Subsequent review of the strip 
chart operation has indicated the chart will advance at 3600 times normal 
speed (3/4 inch/sec versus 3/4 inch/hr) for 24 seconds, which is equivalent to 
a 24 hour period of normal speed operation.  
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Mr. G. E. Lear -2- January 21, 1986 

If you have any questions regarding the enclosed information or 
require additional information on high speed operation of the Events Recorder 
strip chart, please let me know.  

Very truly yours, 

Enclosure
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1. 40-Channel Series "E (Single Chart). 2. 40-Channel "Twin" Series "A" (Two 
Charts). 3. Portable Series "A" 4. Flush Series 'A". 5. Flush Series "S'.  6. Portable Series "S' 
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Inkless and Ink Eventlecorders Prove 
Versatility in Hundreds of Applications 
If you want to monitor the active and idle time of body, presence of light, or by physical contact.  

machines, the cycling of components in life tests, the All records are accurately plotted against time. And 

operation of circuit breakers, the use of telephone all records are continuous, as opposed to the hard-to

trunks, the sequence of elevator operation, the pyscho- interpret "skip" writing of other event recorders.  

logical or physiological reactions of subjects, or if you A single instrument case (11 styles are available) 

seek other information where "yes-no" or "on-off" rec- accommodates as many as 40 writing elements. Full 

ords are important ... Esterline Angus Inkless or Ink deflection of the writing element will occur with the 

Event Recorders can be an indispensible aid. In fact, application of a voltage pulse lasting only 15 mili

they often pay for themselves after only brief service. seconds.  

These versatile instruments can be activated di- Writing elements will follow telephone dial pulses 

rectly or indirectly by the application of potential, and other signals up to 20 "on-off" cycles per second.  

rotary motion, reciprocating motion, temperature, Rectilinear records are written on 6 or 11-inch charts, 

pressure, position, weight, force, presence of an opaque and each channel occupies about inch.  

Charts Show Event Recorder Value 

SCREW MACHINES DIE CASTING MACHINES 

4- - #-U--~ 

ibscA showgl e r ueput o oo caste (11astyl es Whenvaia 

achinecates ashe mnyt as 40 defletn Afeehprmaethe Full 

defetsionm os ton Alriti ngs ement will moccu withth 

Event Recorers revealpheioperatiofofaseveralecrewlmecliestinettelyon1theichar 

indicate A-IWriiites ofeproductiolB fnlidletmachie.ne-diwntpmlsts 

machine repai. "0-ectilinuesroteactualproductionenihototalrelapsdntimehoft24 

Thischareshwsndnuteby-inut paouctonercord ofdieiastignmchins. Wen 

mac2n chgfe 
idct: A" 1 f inue ofi po ucton "B"-an idle-y- in t machineo "C"-d wntim forecstn ahne.W e 

machine repair, "D"-175 minutes of actual production with total elapsed time of 240 

minutes, indicating an overall efficiency of 737a.  
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COMPONENTS TESTING COw[iiERCIAL *NDRY 

IV 

*~ 1

Cestin component frs madee easAe wt Eserin Angusde Eventle Recordersesa revealedine 

Service, with 16 channels monitoring operations.  

Channels I through 8 monitor wash machines. (A) Wash machine in operation. (B) 
Positioning of both sides of wash machine for unloading both sides.  
Channel 9 monitors city water supply. (C) Indicates water supply coming from company 

well.  

Channels 11 through 13 monitor extractors. (D) Extractors in operation. (E).Extractors 

restng ompnens i mad eaierwit Eserlie A gusEvet Rcordrs.as eveled down time.  

by thischart o relay ests. Rlays 1, 12 an 15 freuently iChannehise 19aand1 20smonitorelsshirtd pressing shunitsess(H)un Pressing P unitsg ints operatraonn. (1) 

Calmost constantly. No relays are being tested on channels 9, 14, 19 or 20. Pressing units down time.  

A Few Other Applications 

Electric Utility-monitor sequence of operation of Croin 

auxiliaries during automatic turbogenerator shutdown. nit wae sapply cit op 

Monitor circuit breaker operation. Thoug 13 tmonitor t( tcti oeain ctrs 

Plastics Company-study time cycle of plastic ther- cutlesdoeetrctity 

moforming machines. with Estercire Angus Enfn Rd as rd 

Medical School-record the number and times of Caes 19eand 20 m o tae ut() Pres on ieation.tch 

injections self-administered by monkeys. esingi 

NASA-record sequence of events in missile launch f CoutnE ieer- the highway trafficde

countdowns. an a a 

Office Building- determine efficiency of elevator UnvriyRsac-eodepnesndvnt 

service.inbhvoaphraooyeprmninetgig 
Steel Mil-detect operation of hot strip mill auto- Teleone Utiliymnit ei l r 

matic gauge. ti les t ele ctric utilit y 

Appliance Manufacturer-indicate "on-off" opera-oc 
t 

tion of conveyors. Test cycling of timers. tesn 

Glass Manufacturer-record sequence in a batch Te Cdi 

mixing system. Atmbl auatrr-eodpromneo 

Shipping Company-check number of trucks actu-ai 

ally loaded against number invoiced.GrcrChi-sdtobanawaaonup
Psychopharmacology-record activities of worms in Uniet esarch-recod ronesand eve 

behavior experiments.ev impg 

Telephone Utility -monitor receiver signal levels 

and channel switching at a number of stations using 

SteTMesthoeUlph-one torpn-otorv eigcir 

andt oveased ton electc unkgrupity.nemn 
Appiane Mnufctuer-ndiate"onoff opra- groppliance usanfater-test lifemon ctolo eqip 

At omblpanufue-record upefoftrmanceldin 

mixahin s.in 
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P rinciple of Operation 0TA 
Simplicity is the key to the exceptionally long life and 

trouble-free service users have come to expect from 

Esterline Angus Event Recorders.  
This simplicity is clearly illustrated in the drawing 

to the right. Writing elements are deflected by electro

magnets which can be rated for operation on prac
tically any AC or DC voltage from 2 to 250.  

When an electromagnet is energized, its armature 
moves, causing the operating lever to move. This, in 

turn, moves the writing pen or inkless writing element 

1/10 inch off of its continuous line.  

The pen or inkless writing element remains deflected 
until the magnet is de-energized. This lateral deflec

tion, coupled with the continuous record of all Ester
line Angus Event Recorders, makes charts easier to know not only that an event has occurred, but also 

read than those produced by any other event recorder. when it occurred how long it lasted and how fre

When you analyze an Event Recorder chart, you quently it happened.  

Writing Methods 
Inkless Event Recorders employ electrically heated 
styluses to produce records on non-wax finish chart 

paper, which is virtually impervious to external heat, 

rough handling or discoloration from light.  
An independent power supply is required for heating 

styluses. This circuit can be rated 120 or 240 volts, 50 
or 60 Hz. A rheostat adjusts stylus heat to control 

the width of the recorded line.  
All pens on Ink Event Recorders are served from an 

enclosed ink reservoir which also mechanically sup

Shown above are two more reasons for Esterline Angus Event Recorder superiority In ports and aligns the pens. Pen tubes extend into the 

the center is the operating element of a 20channel Event Recorder. All 20 elements are ink supply through holes in the metal inkwell cover to 

mounted on a single plate. Completely wired the entire plte can be easily removed provide a positive supply of ink regardless of chart 
from the recorder. Below the plate are the four styles of coil assemblies. Operating lever 

shape is different on each assembly. speed.  

Event Recorders Actuation EventRecoders Actu tionacross indicating lamps, across circuit breaker s, across 

A few of many ways Event Recorder electromagnets coils of solenoid valves and relays and on railroad 

can be actuated are shown in the drawing below. interlock systems.  

The most simple actuation method is the application Even where voltages vary over a wide range or 

of voltage directly to the instrument's coils. Scores of where currents are too large to be brought to the 

applications in which this is possible include signal recorder, the simple addition of appropriate relays 

voltages across motor terminals, on elevator systems, allows normal use of the event recorder.  

cAoN i COofACTO a sco l i vno rioa 

Apotci.Rweon of Poeutre 
t Roare Motlon Recitrocaing boeio b t 

SU~s,500KSOURCE 

PressPreo Poitiono 
Weghts or Force 

s ak CONTACroa stcoacts 

L-1 NWTOCILIRUILY REOWIRNO0 CELL KLAY RECOR11EC 

T. O IL . HIT 

Presence o1 an Presence of Lght Physical Contact 

Opaque Body 

Adaptable to hundreds of research, production, and maintenance uses, the Esterline Angus Event Recorder is an extremely 

versatile instrument. Sketches above show a few of the variety of ways In which its channels may be actuated.  
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Choose from Thr# Types of Recorder Wit 
Event Recorder writing elements are deflected by 
electromagnets, which can be rated for operation on ate 
practically any AC or DC voltage from 2 to 250, and 
which can be so wired that each is electrically inde- Separate Circuits (voltage 

pendent (separate circuits). A second wiring arrange- Electro Magnets type) Event Recorders have 
ment has a single common electrical terminal for all a separate pair of terminals 
electromagnets (common return). In a third wiring for each electromagnet, thus 
arrangement, the writing elements are displaced by permitting their use in com
closing external circuits (switch type). plex systems where wiring, 

Any one of the three wiring types may be used if relaying and different elec
the power source is AC. When only DC power is avail- trical values prohibit inter
able, common return or separate circuit recorders must connection between circuits.  
be employed. This type of recorder is 

Power ideal for load studies in a 
telephone exchange or for 

studies of elevator scheduling. On portable instru
ments, separate circuits are often specified to eliminate 

ithe need for determining polarity.  
To play safe, some users employ separate circuits 

recorders when they make connections directly across 
motor terminals. On common return instruments, one 
terminal of the motor is always connected through 

one of the instrument's coils to the "common" side of 
the voltage source.  

Common Return (voltage Although the motor switch is open, a potential with 

Etectro Magnets type) Event Recorders re- respect to ground may be present on one of the motor 
quire an external voltage terminals. Separate circuits recorders do away with 
source to actuate the elec- this possibility.  
tromagnets. In this type 

V a irecorder, the common ter
minal is connected inter
nally to one side of all the 
coils and is connected ex

Power n ten ay to one side of a 
voltage source (preferably 
the grounded side).  

Other terminals of the various coils are wired to the 
ungrounded terminals of devices on which voltage ap- Switch 
pears. This includes signal lamps, solenoids and motors.  

Voltage is thus made to serve a dual purpose; first, Writing elements in Switch 
to energize the device being monitored, and second, to Electro Magnets Type Event Recorders are 

actuate the recorder coil which-is connected across the actuated by switches or con
device.ao tactors. A small stepdown 

Common Return Event Recorders are most often transformer-with primary 
used to study activities such as circuit breaker opera- rated 120 or 240 volts, 50 or 

tion, elevator scheduling, timing cycles of automati- Trnfre 60 Hz-is furnished on all 
cally controlled processes and automatic gauging of TasoerSwitch Type Event Record

parts. 11C Power ers. It provides 24 volts AC 
Events of a mechanical. rather than an electrical, to actuate the electromag

nature cana also be recorded by the common return nets.  

instruments. This is accomplished by utilizing switches One side of the trans

or contactors to interrupt an epxternal voltage source former secondary is connected to one side of all the 

and convert mechanical events into electrical impulses coils inside the recorder. The other side of the secon
which activate the recorder. dary is brought out to a common terminal on the case.  

This type of recorder is suitable for use where the 
power supply is AC and where there is no existing 
voltage in the circuit to which the electromagnets will 

be connected.  
Use of the switch type recorder, moreover, guaran

tees low operating voltages which reduce wiring costs 
and eliminate the hazards very frequently encoun

tered with higher voltages.  
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You Can Obtain tiree pes of Records 

LI 4.4; fTI "-. Jirur'ff 

Rectangular Record-A majority of Event Recorder charts look like the one above 

The open rectangles reveal the times during which electromagnets were energized; that 
is, the times during which events occurred. When the events were no longer taking place  

the electromagnets were de-energized and the writing elements returned to their base 

lines. Telephone studies, circuit breaker operation, elevator movements and chemical 

ocess supervising often produce records such as these..  

Band Record-This type of record (above right) is produced by rapidly opening and 
closing contactors. usually those connected to reciprocating or rotating machines, Chart 

speed and method of actuation are chosen so the writing elemnents produce overlapping 
marks, The bold band contrasts sharply with the single straght line drawn when the 

machines were not running.  

Impulse Record-When the writing element is energized only momentarily, its return 
stroke falls on almost the he implace as the active stroke. This produces a single cross
wise mark (right). This type of record is valuable for counting objects on a conveyor, s 
vehicles on a highway or billets coming from a furnace.  

Combination Record (not illustrated)-Any combination ofdce three types of records can 
be obtained in a single recorder simply by making proper selection of actuating devices.  

Counters and Totalizers 

Counters, totalizers or both can be added in parallel 

to each electromagnet in either Common Return or 

Separate Circuits Event Recorders.  
Counters are most often employed -with Esterline 

Angus Event Recorders in plants where it is desirable 

to have a count of events such as the opening and 

closing of hydraulic presses, plastic molding machines 

and casting machines.  Time totalizers or hour counters find extensive use 
in operations such as electric arc welding. They reveal 
how many productive hours of welding are accom
plished in a given period of time.  

Mounted in an Esterline Angus twin case, this instrument includes an Event Recorder 
to the right, plus counters and elapsed time indicators to the left. The five digit reset 
counters are mounted above the non-reset elapsed time indicators.  
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Hints Help Achieve IAximum Event Recorder Enefits 
Who needs hints to interpret simple "yes-no" or "on- production. To avoid false Event Recorder records, 
off" records? cam switches can be attached to idler rolls. Thus, no 

Hardly anyone. But these suggestions apply to impulses will be sent to the recorder unless stock is 
certain installations which have been called to the actually moving through the machine.  
attention of Esterline Angus during its long years of In arc welding, useful deposition of metal occurs 
Event Recorder production. only when two events take place simultaneously: cur

For example, a screw machine may continue to rent must be flowing and there must be voltage across 
operate even though it has run out of stock. Normally, the arc.  
the Event Recorder would show the continued opera- If the arc is broken while the welding generator is 
tion. running, there wil be voltage, but no current. If the 

To eliminate such false recording, two switches are electrode is short-circuited against the work, there will 
used in series, one connected to the cam shaft and the be current, but no voltage.  
other connected to the piece of stock being machined. Two relays solve this problem-one responsive to 
Unless both switches are closed, the writing element is arc current and the other responsive to arc voltage.  
not actuated. Contacts of the two relays are wired in series so the 

On textile looms, rotary presses or cable machines, Event Recorder's electromagnet is energized only when 
shafts will continue to revolve although there is no both relays are closed.  

High Impedance DC Voltage Sensing Event Recorders 
Only Esterline Angus offers an Event Recorder which Telephone engineers and other electronic engineers 
can be bridged onto low power circuits without up- who must deal with low power are already making 
setting their operation in any way. That's because extensive use of the recently introduced unit.  
input impedance of this new unit is more than 200,000 A switch for each channel provides two modes of 
ohms. operation. One mode causes the pen or stylus to de

Operation is rated for voltages between 12 and 55 flect when rated voltage is appled. The other mode 
volts DC with overloads to 300 volts DC. The signal causes the pen or stylus to deflect whenever the volt
input circuits will accept DC of either polarity, age is below a stated value. In the latter mode, the 

All input circuits are isolated from each other and pen or stylus returns to its "off" position when the 
from ground. Thus, you can use the unit on either cir- signal voltage exceeds a stated value.  
cuits which are isolated or on those that have a com- Each channel is equipped with a potentiometer for 
mon connection. adjusting operating points. Switches, potentiometers, 

You can order the complete High Impedance Event input and output terminals can be housed in a com
Recorder unit or you can order a module which can ponents case which attaches to the rear of a recorder 
be added to any Esterline Angus Event Recorder with case, in a panel which fits a standard 19" relay rack 
style T coils having separate circuits. You can also or in a separate components case.  
order either inkless or ink writing in a variety of case Standard design of the High Impedance DC Event 
styles and in either Series "A" or Series " " with Recorder requires a source of 120 volts, 60 Hz, 30 
separate circuits volt amperes.  

!_I_ _ _ _ _ 

Yhis panel with mode switches and potentiometers to left and Series S recorder to right permits a co ouppt installation of the high impedance package in a standard c9 
relay rock.  

Recoderuni oryoucanordr amodue wichcan ponntscas whch ataces o te rar f arecrde



General Specification? 
Event Recorders are available in these configurations: 

Series "A" Models A620X (ink) Cases include portable, flush switchboard, front switchboard and wall 
and Ankless) mounted. All but portable cases are also furnished in twin mounting 

to accommodate as many as 40 channels. Details given on page 9.  

5, 10, 15 or 20 channels are offered in ink-type recorders; 10 or 20 chan
nels in inkless.  

Ink-type recorders may be equipped with hand-wound spring, motor
wound spring, synchronous phantom or Selsyn drives. Synchronous, 

Portable Flush phantom and Selsyn drives are offered for inkless-type recorders.  

Series "E" Models E1140X (Ink) 
and E1140T (Inkless) 

Flush, wall or table mounting cases can be provided. See page 12.  

40 channel ink or inkless types are offered.  

Twenty-one varieties of synchronous drives are available.  

Series S" Models S620X (Ink) 
and S620T (Inkless) Cases include a flush configuration with 8" by 8" front and a portable 

with sloped writing surface. Refer to page 14 for details.  

5, 10, 15 or 20 channels are offered in ink-type recorders. Inkless units 
accommodate 10 or 20 channels.  

Seven varieties of synchronous drives may be ordered. Pulse input 

proportional drives are offered also. Consult page 13.  
Portable (Labgraph) Flush (Paneigraph) 

Response Speed-For pens to make full deflection, circuit Electromagnet Specifications must be closed or open for at least 15 milliseconds. On re

VOLTAGE TYPE-Common or Separate Return petitive signals, a maximum of 20 on-off cycles per second 
-with equal "on" and "off" periods c an b e accommodated.  

Watts Ohms Ohms in 
Rated Voltage' C ill e per Stylus Heating Circuit-On inkless recorders a* Cii idtp(rDdw 

Style amee(ici DC i+10 with Coil circuit is provided for stylus heating. This circuit can be rated 

Direct Current for operation from 120 or 240 volts, 50-60 Hz, 40 VA. A 400 Hz 
2 Volts N 570 1.1 3.5 None rating may be obtained on special order. A rheostat is provided 
4 Votts K 286 1.1 14 None to adjust stylus heat thereby widening or narrowing the recorded 
6 Volts J 231 1.4 26 None line. Stylus heat must be on 5 seconds before record is made.  
8 Volts G 131 1.0 61 None 

10 Volts F 99 1.0 101 None i 
12 Volts F 119 1.4 101 None 
14 Volts E 90 1.3 156 None Leads-None furnished. Leads used with switch-type recorder 
16 Volts D 67 1.1 238 None may have resistance up to 35 ohms per circuit (approximately 

18 Volts D 76 1.4 238 None 5,000 feet of No. 18 wire, 2,500 feet one way).  
24 Volts C 65 1.6 372 None 
28 Volts B 42 1.2 666 None Terminals-Binding Posts not furnished. Screw connections 
32 Volts A 29 0.9 1,092 None are made to terminal strips for all Series "A" recorders and 
48 Volts T 29 1.4 1,650 None for "S" portable recorders. Multipin connectors are standard 

125 Volts U 9 1.0 12.500 None for Series "S" flush recorders and for Series "E" recorders.  
250 Volts T 26 6.5 1,650 8,000 Multipin connectors can be provided as an option to replace 

50-0 Ho AC screw connections.  

6 Volts N 447 1.6 3.5 None Chart Speed-Charts should be run fast enough to give the 
12 Volts K 233 1.7 14 None desired iming accuracy, yet not so fast as zo cause excessive 
24 Volts G 103 1.5 61 None 
120 Volts T 0 1.5 15 None paper consumption and laborious inspection. Where individual 

120 Volts T 20 1.5 1,650 strokes are to be counted, the chart speed should be selected 
240 Volts T -4 1,650 . so that there are not more than 30 strokes per inch of chart 

SWITCH TYPE-Common Return Only travel. When usin the band-type record, speed should be such 

50-60 Hz AC Electrical characteristics of individual coils are that thr are not less than 80 strokes nor more than about 
120 Volts G the same as listed for voltage type, 24 volt, 200 strokes per inch of chart travel.  
240 Volts G 50.60 Hz, style G coil, in above table. Charts-Charts for Series "A" and "S" Inkless and Ink Event 

All electromagnets are guaranteed to operate at voltages 15% above or below rating. Recorders are 6 inches wide and accommodate 20 channels of 

**In permanent installations, it is preferable for the recorder coils to be connected to the information. The inkless chart is 81 feet long and the ink chart 
negative polarity of the power supply, the switches or relay contacts to be in the positive ts 103 feet long.  
lead between the power supply and the recorder. Charts for Series "E" Inkless and Ink Event Recorders are 
**Recorders with high input impedance can be ordered for DC circuits. The input rating 11.inches wide and accommodate 40 channels of information.  
can be as low as 12 V DC of as high as 55 V DC. Signal current at rated voltage.will be The inkless chart is 100 feet long and the ink chart is 120 feet 
approximately I MA. These high impedance recorders are especially applicable to the 
study of telephone circuits which cannot carry high instrument burdens. l linn 

Special low impedance coils should be used for series operation such as in the secondary Aproxima e rcin ide 
oRa current transformer. Consult actory giving details of application.  
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Series "A" Case SpeAcations 
Terminals Door Glass Distortion free, supported by gasket and 

Portable or Flush Connections made at back of instrument metal clips.  
Switchboard to screw terminals, If required, for flush 

mounting, metal covers can be supplied to Rubber Door Protects interior from dust, fumes and 
enclose terminals. Gasket moisture.  

Front Terminals project through panel on which Chart Feed Chart can be fed out of case with simple 
Switchboard instrument is mounted. Through removal of rubber gasket from bottom of 

_____________________________________________case door.  

Wall Mounted Connections can be made by conduit, BX 
cable or open wiring through two 1" Colors Esterline gray or charcoal for flush cases.  
threaded holes in bottom of mounting and All others textured gray. Any other colors 

wiring compartment. may be specified by customer at small 
extra cost.  

Mounting Bottom of case has four holes drilled and 
Portable tapped for No. 10-24 screws if user desires Illumination Standard for flush case instruments is 120 

to fasten recorder to any flat surface. volt, 60 Hz fluorescent. Incandescent can 
be provided. Other cases have no internal 

Flush Case body and mounting flange die cast as illumination.  
Switchboard single unit. Four No. 12-24 screws provided 

for mounting on panels of virtually any Locks Flush case: built-in, flush door handle and 
thickness. Panel cutout size for single re- lock. All other cases: padlocks can be 
corder is 9/." wide by 14',." high. For twin used on eccentric latch.  
recorder, cutout size is 172An" wide by 
14'*." high. Twin recorder fits standard ultiplier Boxes Required for ratings of 250 V DC and 

19" elayracs wih n cutut equied.240 V, 50-60 Hz. Attach to rear of portable 
19" relay racks with no cutout required. adfuhcssadmutsprtl 
Mounting holes of twin recorders are fro front s b and wall ses.  

spaced to fit standard relay racks and No.  
10-32 screws are provided.  

Handle (portable Steel reinforced plastic securely fastened 
Front Mounting studs provided for rear-of-board 

Switchboard connections on metallic or non-metallic 
panels of any thickness. Mounting ring on 
case body and three mounting studs are Options 
independent of those used for electrical 
connections. Adapter Panel Single flush instruments can be mounted 

(single flush only) in the center of adapter panel for standard 
Wall Mounted Mounting and wiring compartment at- relay racks. The drilled and tapped steel 

tached to back of case body. Compartment panels are 19" wide, 19Y. high and Y," 
fitted with removable steel cover to protect thick. Twin flush instruments are 19 wide 
connections. Three lugs are provided for and can be readily mounted in standard re
mounting recorder on wall. lay racks. They do not require an adapter.  

Twin Mounted All but portable units can be provided in Carrying Case Protects Instrument from damage during 
a twin arrangement which incorporates two (portable only) transit or storage.  
recorders in one case, rigidly synchroniz
ing the records of each recorder and con- Glare Reducing Eliminates problem of glare from external 
serving valuable space. Glass for Door light source.  

Case Body and High strength, lightweight aluminum alloy Purging Permits feeding air into case to maintain 
Door die castings, except flush door which is Connection positive pressure. Adds protection against 

high impact resistant plastic. entry of dirt laden and/or vapor laden air.  

Dimensions and Weight 
R T P t iApprox. Shipping Weight 

Case Height Width Depth of Complete Instrument 

Por~~~~cs door." - 3 l 

Flush 15 23/3 2 109
/16 8 34"' 38 lbs.  

Front 14' 8%/4" 914 34 lbs.  

Wall 151/16 8 5/8" 10O'5/16 38 lbs.  

Twin flush 1g5ry3 zo 19r 8ca/4f 70 lbs.  

Twin front 14" 17/2 " 9/4 70 lbs.  

Twin wall 153A6t e7xt/u" aA/noh 80 lbs.  

Standard 
Multiplier case 12lc 5. A 6 3o/t6h 5 lbs.  

'This dimension does not include multiplier. Add 31/6 fur attached multiplier.  

Multplir Boes equied or atins o 250V D an



Series "A" Chart Drivet ecifications 
The variety and quality of Esterline Angus Series 
"A" chart drives is unmatched in the industry. More M Spring 
than 100 combinations and variations of chart drives This chart drive is used where AC power frequency 
may be selected from the five basic chart drive mech- varies or where the chart must continue to operate 
anisms to provide speeds in inches or millimeters per during a power interruption. It can be ordered with 
unit of time. either hour or hour-and-minute speeds.  

Esterline Angus chart drives are mounted on rigid, A small electric motor provides power to wind a 
box-like aluminum frames to maintain alignment of helical chart drive spring. A second motor winds a 
all parts, to reduce friction in the gear train and to reroll spring which is capable of rerolling 18 inches or 
provide smooth chart feed. 450 millimeters of chart if power to the drive should 

fail. Both motors are energized about 20 minutes each 
hour by a cam-operated switch. Operation at any hour Change Gears ChangeGearsspeed will continue five hours without power.  

One pair of change gears is included with each in
ternal chart drive. An almost limitless variety of Synchronous 
speeds can be obtained through the use of additional 
change gears or auxiliary gearing. Synchronous motor chart drives provide hour-and

minute speeds and operate on frequency-regulated AC 
power. The chart is propelled by a self-starting syn

Inches or Millimeters Per Second chronous motor which is permanently lubricated.  
The reroll mechanism is powered by a stalled induc

Chart Speeds tion motor which, through a gear train and small 
storage spring, automatically adjusts take-up rate to 

When detailed records of rapidly changing phenomena match chart speed.  
are required, high chart speeds are invaluable. The If desired, a special synchronous motor can be or
easiest way to add these speeds to Series "A" Re- dered. It multiplies all hour and minute speeds by a 
corders is with an external motor which mounts on factor of 2 or 2.5, making chart speeds up to 2 inch 
the side of standard cases. per second or 500 millimeters per minute possible.  
,"Both reset and non-reset motors on inch drives pro

/ vide Y4, 1/Y and 3 inches per second speeds. On milli- Phantom 
meter speed drives these motors provide 122, 25, 50 
and 100 millimeters per second speeds. The reset (Type Phantom chart drives have chart carrying and reroll 
R) motor does just what its name implies. It resets to / mechanisms, but no chart driving power. They are 
hour speeds so the correct time of day shows on the ideally suited to applications where the chart is being 
chart after operating at second speed. / driven proportional to some quantity other than time, 

Esterline Angus can also provide an internal high such as the distance traveled by an automobile or the 
speed synchronous drive (Type 55). It finds greatest movement of material in a process. They are also used 
use in installations where only second speeds are re- in twin recorders where the chart is advanced by the 
quired or in a twin recorder where there is not room drive in the other half of the twin.  
for external motors and hour, minute and second If a phantom chart drive will meet your needs, 
speeds are needed. carefully consider the driving source before placing 

your order. When the driving source always exerts a 
restraining force, even when not in motion, drive 6X Chart Speed Control 

The hane fom ourto inut spedscanbe ade If the driving source exerts no restraining force when Thethe chart is still, drive 6C or 6EC should be used. A 
manually by moving a control lever on the side of drag clutch in these drives prevents the reroll mecha
the chart drive.  

On most chart drives, provision can be made to nis froing te chartough The reord we 
electrically shift chart speed from inches per hour to the driving sourc i te rue ried at 
inches per minute or second from a remote location.  

All electric drives have a stalled induction motor Y2 to! 1 Y inch-pounds, dependent upon the type of 
and storage spring for chart reroll. It rerolls 18 inches 
orIf the driving source can reverse rotation, drive or 40 mllieter ofchat wihou poer.6CC or 6ECC should be used, because each has both 

drag and back-up clutches which prevent reverse 

Hand Wound Spring travel of the chart.  
Phantom chart drives are furnished with either elec

Many installations require a recorder which will oper- tric or spring reroll mechanisms.  
ate when electric power is off or where electric power 
is not available. For such installations, the hand 
wound spring chart drive is ideal.  

This drive has four springs connected in series, all The Scisyn is an electrical drive in which chart travel 
of which are wound at one time from the front of the is proportional to a quantity other than time. Rota
drive by a crank. About 110 turns of the crank com- tion of the internal Selsyn, which moves the chart, is 
pletely wind the springs. controlled by a remote Selsyn transmitter.  

One winding of the springs provides eight days of If the driving source can reverse rotation, the 60C 
operation at hour speeds or three and one half hours drive should be used. It has a back-up clutch which 
of operation at minute speeds. After eight days of op- prevents reverse travel of the chart.  
eration at any hour speed, only 65 turns of the crank 
are required to restore full power.  

At any of the standard hour speeds, accuracy is 
0.05%, which means the chart drive's maximum gain Auxiliary gearing can be supplied on inch speed drives 
or loss will be only five minutes during one week to provide chart speeds Y of standard. Speeds then 
(10,080 minutes) of operation. At minute speeds, ac- become %, Y, 4, 1Y or 3 inches per hour or minute 
curacy is 1% % or a maximum gain or loss of one with standard change gears. Auxiliary gearing cannot 
minute per hour. be supplied for millimeter speed drives.  
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Series "A" Chart Drive ecifications 
Internal Chart Drives 

(Inch or millimeter chart speeds may be selected.) 
STANDARD CH ART SPEEDS 

No. TYPE Inches Per Hour Inches Per Minute Inches Per Second MM Per Hour MM Per Minute MM Per Second 

1 Hand-wound Spring, Y. 'In. 3, - 12.5. 25, 50, -
Hour Speeds Only 6. 12 100. 200 

2 Hand-wound Spring, Hour and Y4, 11, 3. 1h. 3, - 12.5, 25, 50, 12.5. 25, 50, 
Minute Speeds 6, 12 6. 12 100. 200 100. 200 

2A Hand-wound Spring, Hour and Minute Y, I n. 3, /. 1Y. 3. - 12.5. 25. 50, 12.5, 25, 50. 
Speeds with Electric Shift 6 12 6,12 - 100 200 100. 200 

4 Synchronous Motor. Hour and Y. 1 , 3, . lY, 3. - 12.5. 25, 50 12.5, 25. 50, 
Minute Speeds 6, 12 6.12 100, 200 00, 200 

4A .ynchronous Motor, Hour and Minute (,1 3, . lz. 3, - 12.5. 25 50. 12.5. 25, 50, 
--- Speeds with Electric Shift ,12 6,12 100. 200 100, 200 

6X Phantom, Spring Reroll, without Clutches 
GC Phantom, Spring Reroll, with Drag Clutch 
ICC Phantom, Spring Reroll, with Drag and No power unit. One revolution of coupling shaft moves No power unif. One renolution of coupling shaft moves 

Back-up Clutches Y. 1 . 3,6 or 12 inchesof paper under pen point with 12.5, 25, 50, 100 or 200 mm of paper under pen point 
SEX Phantom. Electric Reroll, without Clutches corresponding gears in place Furnished complete with with corresponding gears in place. Furnished complete 
SEC Phantom, Electric Reolt, with Drag Clutch coupling, with coupling.  
6ECC Phantom, Electric Reroll, with Drag 

51 Motor-wound Spring, Y, 1 , 3, - - 12.5. 25. SO, -
Hour Speeds Only 6. 12 100, 200 

62 Motor-wound Spring. Hourand Y., 1h. 3, %. 11, 3, - 12.5. 25, 50, 12.5, 25. 50, 
Minute Speeds 6. 12 6. 12 100, 200 100. 200 

2A Motor-wound Spring. Hour and Minute . 11, 3, . 1 . 3, - 12.5. 25. 50, 12.5. 25, 50, 
Speeds with Electric Shift 6, 12 6,12 100. 200 100. 200 

66 -,6ynchroous Motor. - - 1, 1z, 3 - - 12.5. 25, 
Second Speed Only 50 

66 -Synchronous Motor. Hour and Minute . 1, 3, 1 , 3, - 12.5. 25. 50, 12.5, 25, 50, 
Speeds, USED ONLY WITH 55 DRIVE 6, 12 6, 12 100. 200 100, 200 

66A Synchronous Motor, Hour and Minute Y. 1, 3, %, 1 . 3, - 12.5, 25, 50. 12.5, 25. 50, 
Speeds with Electric Shift, 6,12 6, 12 100, 200 100, 200 
USED ONLY WITH 55 DRIVE _______ _____________ 

so Selsyn ., YN or 1 inch per revolution of Selsyn with , 1 or 6.25. 12.5. 25mm per revolution of Selsyn with 24 and 
corespd3 in g gears in place. 64 tooth, 39 and 52 tooth and 54 and 36 tooth gears in 

coupling. withcoulig 
Saen Backtu BckuCluhgersnpac.pae 

Nots: All drives are furnished with one pair of change gears to provide one standard speed. By reversing the set a second standard speed can he obtained (except for 3' or 50 mm gears).  

* Internal 'Chart Drive Electrical Ratings_______________ 

INTERNAL MOTORS ELECTRIC SPEED SHIFT COILS 

Load oM Drive 
oFrequency Motor and DC Volts AC Volts Frequency DC Load AC Load 

N o t-C ols aHz Ren% It Motor Hz Watts VA 
AC (VA)________ ___ 

2 M - - - 6, 12, 6-120 50, 60 1.40 2.4 

4 120,240 50.60 26 1,4 -

4 S 120. 240E 50. 60 26 6, 12, 120,240 50, 60 100 16d 
24.,46 

SEX, S yC, n oCC 126, 2404 503 60 15 5- 

61,S62 120.240 50,60 30 - - -50 
62A 120, 240b 50, 60 30 6, 12,, 6-120 50, 60 1.4 2.4 

____________ _____________24, 48 
6 S e 66 120 60 25 - -0 2 

S A 120 60 26 6, 12, 6-120 50, 60 10 d 16 
OCCi 120 5060 3 5 - - h i 

'Electric chart drives are normally furnished for one voltage only. At additional cost, 120/240 volt 50 or 60 Hz chart drives are available.  
Number 4 drives can also be rated 120/240/480 volt, 60 Hz.  

bSingle voltage ratings only are supplied.  
Nooth AC and DC speed shift coils are designed for continuous operation.  

dAC speed shift coils are designed for canthnuous operabon. DC speed shift coils should be energized intermittently, not more than five minutes on, followed by equal off period.  

External Motor Attachments 
External motors attach to right side of recorder (when the basic hour speeds of the internal drive up to the) 
facing chart). They provide chart speeds 3,600 times maximum speeds indicated in the table_---_----_

MOTOR RATINGS 

Chart Speeds Chart Speeds AC DC Load AC Load 
TYPE inches per mm per DC Volts Vots F -requency Hz Watts VA 

Second SecondVot 
2A Second Speed 6,. 3 12.5, 25, 50, 100 12 24, 48, 125, 250 120 50, 60 22 60 

N Non-reset __0_____ _4,4 

4ASpeed, with 0 I , 35 12.5, 25, 24, 48, 125, 250 120 50, 60 22 60 (R Tme Reset_ __ __ 

*Speeds above 3 inches per oecond or 100 mm per second are mechanically possible but not recommended. When combined with No. 51, 52 and 52A internal drives use Y4 inch or 25 mm 
per second only. If power to any electrically operated internal drive fails, only 18 inches or 450 millimeters of chart will be rerolled.  

24, 48



How to Order 
To facilitate rapid handling of your order, please include all 'A" and "S" recorders and an option on "E instruments.  

information requested below: 

1. Series. "A", Series "S", or Series "E" inkless or ink and 
number of channels. Twenty channels standard in "A" and "I" 5. Electromagnet wiring: common return, separate circuits or 

series. If fewer than 20 channels are desired, please indicate 5, switch type.  
10 or 15 channels ink-type or 10 channels inkless. Forty channels 

may be ordered in Series "A" twin or Series "E". 6. Electromagnet ratings.  

2. If inkless-type is ordered, specify stylus heating circuit rat- 7. Carrying case, optional for portable "A" or "S" recorders.  

ing.  
8. Optional, high impedance circuits.  

3. Case style. If flush case is ordered, specify charcoal or gray 
color, and electrical rating of lighting which is standard on 9. Number of charts required.  

Esterline Angus Product Representatives 
O Albuquerque 0 El Dorado 0 Orlando 

BFA L. C yne c. Datarep, Inc., P.O. Box 5929 
1238 Ortiz, S.E. Cha 4ngnlle Orlando. Florida 32805 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 El Dorado, Arkansa. 71730 Telephone: A.C. 305 855-8944 

Telephone: A.C. 505 268-4387 Telephone: AC. 501 uNion 3 0 Philadelphia 

O Atlanta C Houston Esterline Angus, (Branch Office) 
Hooker Reid Co., Inc., P.O. Box 11754, BFA Inc. Rydal West, The Fairway 

Atlanta, Georgia 30305 6001 Gulf Freeway Jenkintown, Pennsylvania 19046 

Telephone: A.C. 404 237-9385 Unit C. Bldg III Suite C-129 Telephone: AC. 215 887.2268 
Houston. Texas 7023 (3 Phoenix 

o Birmingham Telephone: A.C. 713 921.7111 BFA, Inc.. 503 No. Brown Ave..  
The James Spader Co., P.O. Box 6074, Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

Birmingham Alabama 35209 [ Indianapolis Telephone: A.C. 602 946-4215 
Telephone: A.L 205 879-1366 Electro Engineering and Sales. Inc.  

O6909 East 32nd Street 
Kennedy Engineerin Co. P.O. Box 3434ndiana Indiana46226 ollingeWirth P.O. Box 8088 

enne Aay s 20 Telephone: A. . 317 5475273 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15216 
ereTelephone: AC. 412 Locust 12340 

Telephone: A.C. 205 879-3 

O Buffalolmazo 
" Boston Georg.e R. Peters Associates CPortland 

P.O. ox 44Shaffer & Nelson. Inc.. 1001 S.E. Water 
Esterline Angus, (Branch Office) Po M n Ave Portland, Oregon 97214 

P.O. Box 385 87484900 
Holliton Massachusetts 01746 

Telephone: A.C. 617 235-5343 St. Louis 
o Kansas City C. B. Fall Co., 317 N 1th St.. Suite 1003 

o Buffalo C. B Fall Co., 11301 Bennnton S St. Louis, Mssour 63101 

The Robert F. Lamb Co.. Ianc., Hickman Mills. Missouri 14Telephone: A.C. 314 CHestnut 1-2433 

1865 Kenmore Ave. Telephone: A.C. 816 South 16545 
Buffalo. New York 14217 0 Salt Lake City 

Telephone: AlC. 716 874-4900 Kinston Shler & Nelson, Inc.  
The Robert F. Lamb Co., Inc.. 805 West 2500 South 

C Calgary P.O. Box 681 Uptown Station., Salt Lake City, Utah 84119 

Showalter Agencies. Ltd., 2510 4th St1 S6W. Kingston. New York 12402 Telephone: A. 801 484-3382 

Calgary 3 Alberta. Canada Telephone: A.C. 914 338-88332 C0 San Francisco 

Telephone: A.C. 403 269-6411 C Knoxville 
0Charleston George W. Massey Co.. P.O. Box 10 102. Blvd., Burlingame California 94010 

Vynock Engineering Co., P.O. Box 363. Knoxville, Tennessee 37919 Tlpoe .. 493422 

Charleston, West Virginia 25322 Telephone: A.C. 615 577-9553 C Seattle 
Telephone: A.C. 304 722.3525 Shatter & Nelson. Inc. 314 N.E. 72nd St.  

C Charlotte C Las Cruces Seattle. Washington 89115 
e Wallace & Co.. Inc. FA Corporation. P. 0. Box 1237 Telephone: AC. LA 3-0664 

60. 4Las 
Cruces, New Mexico 8800145236 

Charlotte. North Carolina 28202 Telephone: A.C. 505 623-06101 7 0Sh-1ae 
Telephone: AC. 704 3344244 Los Angeles Spokane.Washin on99220 

C Chicago Esterline An gus (Branch Office) Telephone: A.C. 509 FAirfax 7-9528 

Esterline Angus Branch Office) 617 W Beverly Blvd. C racuse 
0Californa 90640 Te Robert F. Lamb Co. Inc.. P.O. Box 

1EIucstiall, Oi 44142 Telephone: A.C. 213 721.5141 28. Syracuse New York 13211 

Telephone: A.C.312 833-4410 M e Telephone: Ad. 315 454-2469 

Cincinnati NWR Electronics Corporation CToronto pr t 4 aeoi 

The Beedle Equpment Co.. P.O. Box 1010W. Washington Street Ahearn & So 
36061. Cincinnati. Ohio 45236 Marquette Michigan 4985 Rd.. Toronto 395. bntario, Canada 

Telephone: A.C. 513 793-0140 Telephone: .C. 906 226-7578 Telephone: A.C. 416 7894325 

0 Cleveland C Milwaukee C Tulsa 

dKennedy 
Engineering Co.  

Walrip. Blaknui&C. .R ike soits P.O. Box74. Bx 3914 
50 Cippewa Road. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53213 Tulsa, Oklahoma 74152 

Brecksville, Ohio 44141 Telephone: A.C. 414 453-3772 Telephone: A.C. 918 835-9975 
Telephone: A.C. 216 526-1100 Cs Vancouver 

C Dallas Pin ney Frssociates. Inc.. Abea & Soper Ltd 1234 Marine Drive.  

EFA Inc. 957 Winnetka Avenue North No. Vancouver. B.6_ Canada 
Pb. Box 429 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55427 Telephone: AC. 64 988-6822 
Euless, Texas 76039 Telephone: A.C. 612 544-3628 

Telephone: A.C. 817 267-1505 C VIr0inia. Minnesota 

O Denver C Montreal Nw.iEltctrovics Corporation 

Cliff Beabout C., 666 Sherman S lnvtro-Tes Lid., 1C24 Notre Dame St.P.O. Box Park vr inia, 
Denver, Colorado 80203 Telachine 0 .e51c4 Canad Minnesota 55792 

Telephone: A.C. 303 244-3151 TlpoeAC51 63-21Telephone: A.C. 218 741-5060 

0 Des Moines C New Orleans C Washington D.C.  
Harry E. Ferris Co. Mid-South Sales Co P. 0. Box 13625. The Hlldenbrand CO.. P.O. Box 1060.  

4005 Plainview Dr. New Orleans La. Y0125 Fairfax, Virginia 22030 
Des Moines, Iowa 50311 Telephone: AC. 504 822-3030 Telphone: A.C. 703 2802330 

Telephone: A.C. 515 255-5008 0 New York C Plea4e consult factory: 

C Detroit Esterline Angus (Branch Office) Eateflixe Angus Division of Esterline 

George R. Peters Associates, P.O. Box 34-23 Wisse Street Croaion. 16.0. Box 24000 
1 . Berky M gan 48072 Lodi. New Jersey 07644 IndolIs Indiana 46224 

12 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hutn Texas, 77023Tlpon:A. 1 4471 

Telephone: A 313 54-632 Telephone: A.C. 201 471-0084 

ESTERLINE ANGUS, DIVISION OF ESTERLINE CORPORATION / BOX 24000. INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46224 

Telephone: Area Code 317/2447611 
ESTERLINE 
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Recording Instruments 

SPECIFICATIONS 

INSTALLATION 

OPERATION 

MAINTENANCE 

NOTE: FOR A COMPLETE TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF YOUR 

SPECIFIC INSTRUMENT, SEE THE DATA SHEET WHICH IS SUPPLIED 

IN A SEPARATE ENVELOPE AT THE BACK OF THIS MANUAL.  

Esterline Anqus Division. Esterline Comioration. Box 24000, Indianapolis, Ind., 48224 U.S A 
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OPERATAG INSTRUCTIO 1 FOR 
SERIES "A" RECORDING SYSTEMS 

This pictorial section explains how the chart- This includes any cardboard or tie-strings 
drive mechanism and its associated writing that may be securing writing elements, Optional 
elements are prepared for operation. Before change gears, scaleplates, or chart rollers.  
following these step-by-step procedures, make For those instruments with front covershinging 
sure that all items are unpackedand all shipping at the bottom of the case, remove the cover com
materials are removed from the instrument. pletely to facilitate the following operations 

CHARTING THE DRIVE 
ALL MODELS 

Fig. 1. Press down on either right or Fig. 2. Remove chart roll arbor by Fig. 3. Snap ends of arbor with new 

left reroll latch near bottom of case lifting up and pulling forward. Center chart into slots. See that chart roll 

and remove reroll roller. paper roll on arbor with elongated turns freely.  
chart perforations to right.  

Fig. 4. Tear or cut end of chart paper Fig. 5. Push chart into slot until Fig. 6. Carefully pull chart down 

to "V" shape. Feed chart into slot point of paper hangs over top drive while turning knurled knob at end of 

marked "Insert End Of Chart Here." roller. (See Fig. 25, Page 3, for ink- drive roll so roller pins engage chart 

less recorders with "Tempen.") perforations at edges of paper.  

Fig. 7. Snap reroll roller back in Fig. 8. Turn reroll roller back 1/4 Fig. 9. Turn manual set knob ahead 

place (gear end to left) and insert turn to release brake (window-blind until desired time appears under writ

"V" end of chart into roller slot. action). Advance set knob while per- ing element. For all ink models, pens 

It may be necessary to energize elec- mitting reroll to turn forward. See should be in position prior to this 

tric drives before reroll will take up. that chart is Atraight and taut. Ger.ol charting step.  

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS - IS 20



INK*G THE INSTRUMENT * 
(Refer To Specific Model Section) 

MODEL A601C ANALOG RECORDERS 

PEN/ '4-lO 

1.T 

Fig. 10. Swing scaleplatea upward, Fig. 11. Fill inkwell slightly over Fig. 12. Seat knife-edge pivot of pen 
grasp front plastic lip of inkwell, and half full of Esterline Angus ink. Use firmly between movement fork assembly 
lift well up and out of instrument. special inkwell filler supplied. Care- with pen tube resting in well. Pen will 

fully replace well under spring. remain off chart until filled with ink.  

MODEL A620X EVENT RECORDERS 

Fig. 13. Swing scaleplate upward, Fig. 14. Fill inkwell slightly aver Fig. 15. Replace inkwell and pens 

press down on metal levers at each half full of Esterline Angus ink. Use without tipping. See that slotted pen end of inkwell and lift well up and out. special inkwell filler supplied. toils engage lever arms and assembly 
seats firmly.  

MODEL A602C TWO-CHANN EL RECORDERS 

Fig. 16. With razor blade or sharp Fig. 17. Swing scaleplote upward (re- Fig. 18. Seat knife-edge pivot of each 
knife, cut off both projections that move from flush cases); grasp lip han- pen firmly between movement fork 
seal small openings at top of plastic dIe of inkwell, insert front edge under assembly while guiding pen tube into 
inkwell. Ink will not spill from con- spring retainer, and snap down into inkwell opening. Pen points will re
tainers. instrument, main off chart until filled with ink.  

2 ESTERLINE ANGUSI



OP* TING INSTRUCTIONS - IS 20 

MODEL A609C ANALOG-EVENT RECORDERS 

Fig. 19. Grasp scaleplote, bow ends Fig. 20. Fill both inkwells as in Figs. Fig. 21. Seat knife-edge pivot of 
inward, and unsnap from sides. Re- 11 and 14. Snap metal inkwell in place center pen in movement fork assembly 
move plastic inkwell as in Fig. 10, making sure slotted pen tails engage *ith end of pen in inkwell. Pen 

and metal inkwell as in Fig. 13. lever arms. Carefully insert plastic point will remain off chart until filled.  
inkwell under spring retainer. Snap scaleplate into position.  

PRIMING ALL INK MODELS 

Fig. 22. Compress pen-filler bulb, in- Fig. 23. When priming event or chrono- Fig. 24. Return scaleplate to normal 
sert pen point into hole provided in graph pens, a pair of tweezers will viewing position. Make sure pen point 
rubber tip, and release bulb slowly facilitate insertion of each pen in fill- is at right angle to chart and check 
until ink appears in glass tube. er hole. Wash pen filler with water. for proper inking.  

INKLESS INSTRUMENTS 
MODEL A620T EVENT RECORDERS WITH TEMPEN® 

11 

Fig. 25. Lift lip of scale with thumb Fig. 26. "STYLUS HEAT" switch is Fig. 27. With screwdriver, see that 

to raise writing elements. Feed chart found on top of portable, wall, and heat control is properly set. After 

over top roller until point of -V" can front-switchboard cases (A), and inside applying power to drive and stylus 

be reached with fingertips. Proceed as flush-mounted units (B). circuSts, system s ready for use.  

in Fi. 6.(See connection diagrams.) 
in Fig. 6.  

Frcellence in instrumentation for ovecr 60 years3



' GENERAL OPERA 4N AND CARE OF CHA DRIVES 
(For Additional Information, See Instructions Following This Section.) 

The instruction plate on the front of all standard 
power drives shows the path traveled by the A L 

chart, change gears to use for each standard 0 

speed, and how to start and stop the drive.  
Change gears are stored on a clip at the upper 
left corner of the drive; change gears for special .  
speeds, if any, are stored at the upper right 
corner. In changing gears, the keyway in the KNOT 

hub must engage the key on the shaft and the STRIPPR CHART T 

knurled nut holding each gear must be tight. DO 
NOT PRY GEARS OFF THE SHAFTS. A straight Fig. 28. Adjustment paints for chart guides.  
pull will avoid bending a shaft. be changed. However, if the drive has been 

STANDARD SPEEDS AND CHANGE GEARS subjected to rough handling or been dis
Chart Speed Change Gears Color of assembled, readjustment will be necessary.  
Inches Per No. of Teeth No. of Teeth Driver & Driven The correct position of the chart guides is 

Hour or Minute Driver Driven Change Gears evident when there is no tendency of the paper 
3/4 18 72 Gold to be depressed into the grooves on the drive 

1-1/2 30 60 Green roll. The turned down edge "A", Fig. 28, should 
3 45 45 Red follow the contour of the drive roll but allow 
6 60 30 Green clearance for the chart paper, so that there is no 

12 72 18 Gold drag on the paper. It may be necessary to 

Electric Shift - facilitate this adjustment. Screw "C" may also 
Drives equipped with an electric shift to change be loosened when necessary to provide parallel 
chart speeds automatically from inches per hour clearance over the writing table and proper 
to inches per minute have a separate pair of parallel positioning of chart guides with relation terminals on the back of the recorder. Voltage to the'side plate.  
and frequency of the electric shift are not always 
the same as that of the motors.  

CouplingBefore attempting to remove a chart drive 
Every chart drive, except the Selsyn, has acase, the coupling must be dis
shaft for coupling to an external source or to farasct wl go.hi t isupushedhe h 
the phantom drive in a twin recorder. It isDo 
not desirable to couple two synchronous drives.  
If set to the same time of day and operated from no the dou t at a age t cnet 
the same source, they will stay synchronized. from the coupling. Thay damag he 
Motor-wound spring drives should not be coupled driveran te oupl Aphanomcouplihgswhe 
to each other but may be coupled to a phantom 
drive in a twin meter or to an external driving 
source. Two hand-wound spring drives can be Cleaning and Lubrication 
coupled to synchronize chart timing. The drives The chart drive can be removed for cleaning 
must be in good condition and timed accurately, and oiling by loosening the four corner mounting 
or they may stop. Coupled drives will operate at screws. The drive can then be pulled forward 
both hour and minute feeds, out of the case. Connections to any electrical 

Couplings - features will be disconnected automatically when 
A phantom coupling is suitable for coupling the andriMe ic re w terminal For 
power chart drive in a twin instrument to the ad1IS hc a ce emnl) o 
phantom chart drive. It is made to spring over specific lubrication information, refer tothein

phanom cart riv. Itis mde o sping ver struction section on your particular chart drive.  
the coupling ball fittings and eliminate any lost 
motion or backlash between the two drives. It Driving The Chart From An External Source 
is not suitable for transmitting heavy torque and 
it does not take the placeofthepower couplings, phanto rves aeqipe wih
such as those used for external motor drive chronous and 
devices. Excessive torque on a phantom coupling internal clutches so the chart can be driven 
will damage it. from an external source or by an external 

motor attachment without damaging the in- I 
Adjusting Chart Guides - ternal mechanism. When the external source 
The chart guides are properly adjusted at the can reverse direction, the internal drive 

factory and the adjustment normally should not must also be equipped with a back-up clutch. [ 
IS 20 
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

ESTERLINE ANGUS MODEL A620T 

EVENT RECORDERS WITH TEMPEN 

Inkless event recorders are simple to operate described in this section under the heading 

and maintain: however, improper connections CONNECTIONS' 

may result in unsatisfactory operation and per
manent damage to vital parts of the instrument. The internal stylus-heating circuit is especially 

No attempt should be made to put the recorder designed to produce graphic records without 

into operation until instructions in this manual smoke, fumes, or odor. All styluses are con

have been studied. nected in series and are heated by a direct

UNPACKINGcurrent 
source. The source consists of a full

UNPAKINGwave rectifier circuit regulated by a zener diode 

Since all Esterline Angus instruments are care- and protected against shorts by a transistorized 

fully inspected and packed before shipment, limiter stage. A step-down line transformer 

carriers are responsible for any damage in supplies power to the heater circuit and its 

transit. Should a packing case appear damaged, operating voltage and frequency will be specified 

make a notation to that effect on the express on the nameplate at the bottom of the instrument 

receipt or freight bill. If the shipment is case, and on the Data Sheet in this manual.  

damaged, notify the carrier at once. INSTALLATION 

A packing slip listing all enclosed items is Complete instructions for threading the chart, 

included with each shipment. Check off the operating the drive, and servicing the writing 

items as they are unpacked; if anything is elements are given in Section IS 20 of this 

missing, go through the packing material care- manual.  

fully before throwing it away. New instruments 
are shipped complete with one record chart. For all fixed installations, the instruments should 

Two charts are supplied with all twin units, and be mounted level and upright in a clean and 
each flush-styled case will include a set of keys well lighted location. The recorder should 

for its built-in lock. not be subjected to extreme vibration or high 
temperatures. If excessive dust, steam, moisture, 

DESCRIPTION smoke, or corrosive fumes are present, a pro

The instrument is designed to graphically record tective cabinet should be constructed for the 

event information from as many as twenty different unit. The cabinet must be properly vented, how 

sources simultaneously, and on a single chart ever, to maintain a flow of air around the heat

6" in width. The writing elements, which are producing styluses 

electrically-heated styluses, record time and 
duration of events on separate channels. The When installing the instrument on a panel, always 

chart paper used with this instrument has a refer to mounting dimensions. Series resis

non-wax finish and is sensitive to both heat and tances, if used, will either be attached to the 

pressure. instrument case or supplied as a separate unit.  
All separate boxes will be marked with the 

Each stylus is actuated by a small electro- recorder serial number, and must be mounted 

magnet, which in turn is connected to the circuit in a vertical position.  

or system being monitored. When the electro

magnet is energized, the stylus is displaced 

approximately 1/10" from a reference line on The instrument will requirc external connecticcs 

the chart. When the electromagnet is de- to operate the chart drive, heat the styluses, and 

energized, the stylus automatically returns to actuate the event-recording elements. Before 

its original position. Construction of this as- making any of these connections, always refer 

sembly is shown in drawing#1 7 300of this manual. to the wiring diagrams in this manual.  

The electromagnet coils are operated by either Each stylus and its chart reference line is iden 

AC or DC voltages in a number of circuit con- tified by a number on the front scaleplate. Nor

figurations-depending upon the particular type mally, input connections for the styluses will be 

ordered. Standard configurations are briefly numbered on the instrument terminal block to 
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correspond with these scaleplate numbers. If these adjustments, however, the chart should be 
10 styluses are ordered for any one unit, they running at an appropriate speed and Styluses 
will be arranged on the left sideofthe instrument cycled SO that both forward and lateral writing 
so as to record on only the first 10 lines of the characteristics may be observed.  
chart. NOTE: Always turn on stylus heat switch 

5 seconds before starting chart drive.  
Unless otherwise ordered, the recorder will be HEAT CONTROL-Temperature of the writing 
wired internally with a common lead connecting elements is made variablc)by a rheostat which is 
one side of all electromagnet coils. This con- connected in series with the stylus-lheating circuit.  
nection point will be marked "COM" on the This control is accessible from the front of the 
terminal block. The other side of each coil instrument; its shaft is slotted and projects 
will be brought out to a numbered terminal. through a hole in the lower-right side of the 
Rated input potentials are applied between the chart-drive mounting plate. (See Fig. 27 in 
numbered terminal and the common terminal. Section IS 20 of this manual).  
The common or grounded side of the external 
source should always be connected to the com- When the control is rotated in a clockwise 
mon terminal on the recorder. For DC opera- direction, temperature of the styluses will in
tion, switches or relays that are to actuate the crease and the recorded lines on the chart will 
electromagnets should be connected between the become darker. To reduce stylus temperature 
positive polarity of the external source and the and consequently lighten the recorded lines, the 
individual stylus terminals. control is rotated counterclockwise. It is recoin

mended that this control remain in an advanced 
When specified, the recorder may be wired so clockwise position for optimum line perception.  
as to have a pair of terminals for each electro
magnet . In this circuit configuration, the SC ADSUI MOUTIG 

rated input potential is applied directly across 
the two terminals. Since the electromagnets 
are not interconnected, the input circuits may 
be completely isolated.  

If the recorder is designed to operate the styluses 5 9 11 13 15 7 

by a simple switch or contact action, its terminal 2 1 
block will have individually numbered terminals 
and a common connection. With this type of re
corder, the external switch device merely supplies 
a conductive path between the common connection 
and any one of the numbered terminals. These KNURLED MOUNTING 
devices trigger or gate an internal source of STUDS 
power which in turn energizes the electromagnets. Fig. 1. Top-front of inkless recorder show
The internal source consists principally of a ing adjustment and disassembly points.  
step-down transformer; one side of the secondary 
being connected to each electromagnet coil and STYLUS PRESSURE-Pressure of the styluses on 
the other to the common post on the terminal the chart paper is made variable by a pivoted 
block. The transformer supplies approximately spring tension in the stylus mounting assembly. A 
24-volts AC to the electromagnet coils. AC input 3/8" hex nut, located slightly above andbehind the 
required for this circuit is either 120 or 240 scaleplate, is provided for this adjustment (see 
volts, 50 or 60 cps. Fig. 1). When the nut is turned clockwise, stylus 

pressure will decrease and the recorded lines 

CAUTION: For the switch-type recorder, will appear wider: when it is turned counter
there must be no voltage present in the ex- clockwise, pressure will increase and the lines 
ternal circuits connected to the electromagnet will bcome nar-ower. is adjustment is 
terminals. pre-set at the factory and will not normally re

quire field attention - unless either the stylus 
mounting assembly or the chart drive has been 

ADJUSMENTSremoved from the instrument.  
ADJ USTMENTS 

Although all inkless recorders are carefully setup Recommended procedures for adjusting pressure 
for standard operation before leaving the factory, are as follows: Turn on the instrument and set 
certain field adjustments are made possible to the heat control to minimum (fully counter 
satisfy unusual applications and individual pref- clockwise). Loosen the lock screw inthecenterol 
erences. In order to properly evaluate resultsof the pressure adjustment nut. Adjust the nut be 
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that all styluses are producing fine lines on the for this warning.  
chart paper and are properl recording all lateral I'o remove tile t cr Ilud chart, grasp the 
movements. Advance the heat control 1/4 turn it chart with the u t hand, push the rcroll latch 
the recorded lines are not visible. It may also be down On the right Side and Pull the elt r)ll 
necessary at this point to remove the scaleplate in forward and OLt U1 tle insinent Ihart 
order to adjust the nut. If pressure is too light, paper Iay then be removed from the rcoil ILille 
the styluses will produce wide, blurry lines. It' 
pressure is too heavy, the styluses will tend to pl g thu disk t of tile tue, 
drag and not completely respond to lateral movo
rents. sliding the ehart from the tube. If the chart is t mets.too tigtlyl wund, Calcefull v t\ViStLthe tube couniter 

After the required pressure is obtained, tighten clockwise (viewed from gear end) as itlis being 
the lock screw, advance the heat control for a withdrawn from the chart.  
darker trace, and check operation at the desired 
chart speed. If individual lateral lines appear An Esterline Angus "CHART INSPECTOR' is 
to run together at slow chart speeds, increase recommended for use when examining completed 
the speed or reduce the setting of tile heat records. This accessory is a convenient tool for 
control as required. inspecting the record, making notes on thepaper.  

and re-rolling the charts.  
TRACKING-Normally, the writing elements will 
record on their respective chart reference lines: Instead of re-rolling the chart on the internal 
however, if the entire complement of stylusesar e roller in a conventional manner, provisions may 
too far displaced to the right or left, the comb be made for feeding used chart out of the bottom 
bar, which is used to limit the swing of the of the case. This is accomplished by removing 
electromagnet levers, may be adjusted. In the rubber strip (or section of gasket) at the lower 
order to make this adjustment. the stylus mount- edge of the case cover. The end of the chart 
ing assembly must be removed from the in- hanging out of the case must be weighted to 
strument. (See "DISASSEMBLY" instructions in insure proper feeding of the paper. A six 
this section.) ounce clamp-on device is sufficiently heavy for 

Afte th styus ssemly s reove, losenthe thi s purpose. Do not pull or jerk on the end of the 
Alter the stylus assembly is removed, loosen the chrastimytroitutftme 
mounting screws at each end of the comb and pry 
the bar slightly to the right or left as required. CAUTION: To prevent writing elements from 
Tighten the comb screws, replace the stylus sticking to chart paper, always turn off stylus 
mounting assembly, and check operation. It may heat 30 seconds-efore stopping chart drive.  
be necessary to perform this procedure more 
than once if precise alignment is desired. DISASSEMBLY 

To remove the stylus mounting assembly from the 
If only certain styluses fail to track their reference instrument, loosen the lock screw located in the 
lines, turn off the heating circuit and carefully bend center of the pressure adjustment nut, and remove 
the end of each displaced element until proper this nut (see Fig. 1). Unscrewthe knurled mount
alignment is achieved. Should tracking difficulty ing studs at each end of the assembly; tip the 
persist after making the above adjustments, return assembly slightly forward and lift it out of the 
the instrument to the factory for service. instrument. When replacing this unit, see that 

all styluses are straight so that they will properly 
CAUTION: Avoid direct contact with the heated engage the electromagnet lever arms.  
stylus tips when making adjustments.  

RECORDTo remove the chart drive from the instrument, it 
RECOD CHRTSis recommended that the stylus mounting assembly 

Any portion of a chart may be unwound from the be removedfirst, as described above. Next, loosen 
reroll for inspection by pulling straight outonthe the screw in each corner of the chart-drive mount 
chart paper. To stop the reral action and examine ing rlate and pull ;he c-afirc asSzirlli'I straic-blt .1 
the chart at leisure, release the chart suddenly of the case. The mounting screws are self-retain
after a desired length has been pulled from the ing and can not be removed completely. All elec 
reroll. This will lock the reroll roller in position. trical connections to the drive are automatically 
To rewind the chart, pull it forward slightly and broken upon removal. For additional information 
then let it wind slowly back onto the reroll roller. on removing chart drives from twin cases, see 

page 4 of Instruction Section IS 20.  
Near the end of each record chart a warning notice 
will be stamped in the center of the paper in- SUPPLIES AND PARTS 
dicating that only 5 feet of unused chart remain. Always keep enough Esterline Angus charts on 
If a continued record is desired, be sure to watch hand to operate each recorder for a least one 
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month. By purchasing in larger quantities, worth- paired or replaced free of charge when returned 
while savings can be realized. to our factory prepaid. We do not assume respon

A record chart must be ordered by assigned sibility for repairs made outside our factory.  
number. This number will be found on the right PACKING FOR SHIPMENT 
edge of the used chart. Charts I for this par- If the instrument is to be returned to the factory, 
ticular inkless recorder are currently available send for shipping instructions and state reason for 
in lengths of 81 feet. Total running time will return. In correspondence about the instrument, 
of course depend upon the chart speed selected. always identify its type and serial number. The 
If the chart is operated at a speed of 3 inches serial number is stamped on the nameplate inside 
per hour, it will have a minimum continuous the meter case and on the chart drive nameplate.  
running time of 12-1/3 days. This calculation 
takes into consideration the loss of an entire Before shipment, removeexteriormountinghard
24-hour period so that chart time numbers ware; see that the front cover or dour is in 
may always be made to coincide with the correct place, and protect the glass with a small board.  
time of day. If only the chart drive or stylus assembly requires 

When ordering replacement or spare parts, always 
give the instrument serial number as well as the carefully pack it for shipment.  

individual part numbers. Refer to the assembly Wrap and seal the instrument in heavy paper 
drawings in this manual for correct part numbers. to prevent packing material from sifting into 

* For additional information on "Tempen" the mechanism. Use a strong packing box-large 
charts, see your E-A representative. enough to permit several inches of dry excelsior 

on all sides of the instrument. Mark 'HANDLE 
GUARANTEE WITH CARE" and ship by prepaid express to: 

Esterline Angus instruments are guaranteed tobe 
free from defects due to faulty materialsorwork
manship. Any instrument proving defective within ESTERLINE ANGUS INSTRUMENT CO., INC.  
one year from date of shipment, and that has MAIN STREET not been tampered with or misused, will be re- SPEEDWAY, INDIANA 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF 

ESTERLINE ANGUS 

Model A620X EVENT RECORDERS 

Do not attempt to put the event recorder into Type. Read the portions of the Event Catalog 
service until you have read this instruction book relating to your type of recorder.  
and have studied the connection diagram. Fail
ure to make connections properly may result OPERATING VOLTAGE 
in unsatisfactory operation or permanent dam
age to vital parts of the instrument. The nameplate in the instrument and the 

The Esterline Angus event recorder is not instrument data sheet give the correct oper
diffcul to ervce, ut he witig sytem ating voltage for the pen units. Although the difficult to service, but the writing system pneetoant r eindt prt 

does require regularly- scheduled attention. on vltgs1%oer r derred voltage 
If this system is periodically cleaned and sup- bestaes wil be obtane byteepingthe 
plied with fresh ink as described below, the oertingsvlta as e tohred value 
instrument can be expected to give continu- as possible. The speed of response of the 
ous trouble-free service. pens is such that they will follow as many 

UNPACKINGas ten complete "on-off" cycles per second 
UNPAKINGprovided the "on" and "off" times are about 

Esterline Angus instruments are carefully equal.  
packed, carriers are responsible for damage 
in transit. If the packing case shows damage, 
make a notation to that effect on your express 
receipt or freight bill. If it is found that the Front switchboard, wall, and flush instruments 
shipment has been damaged, notify the car- should be mofinted level in a clean, light place.  
rier at once. It has been found that these instruments can 

be easily read and serviced if installed with 
Included with each shipment is a packing list the bottom of the case about four feet above 
showing every item in the shipment. Check the floor. The recorder should be mounted 
off each item as the goods are unpacked, and where it will not be subjected to vibration or 
if any item appears to be missing, go through extremes of temperature. If excessive steam, 
the packing material carefully before throw- smoke, moisture, dust or corrosive fumes 
ing it away. The missing articles may have are present, a protective cabinet should be 
been overlooked when the packing material built around the instrument. Dimensional 
was removed. diagrams should be followed when holes are 

drilled in preparation for mounting the re
Each instrument is carefully inspected at the corder on a panel.  
Esterline Angus factory before shipment. New 
instruments are shipped complete with one Series resistances for front switchboard and 
record chart and a box of accessories con- wall tvoe recorders, when required, are 
taining one 2 oz. bottle of red ink, an inkwell 
filler, a pen filler and a pen point cleaner. Two the recorder serial number. All separate 
charts and two accessory boxes are furnished resistance boxes must be mounted vertically.  
with twin instruments.  pNever put a resistance box in a small closed 

compartment or obstruct the flow of air 
DESCRIPTION through it.  

Event recorders are fully described in Catalog Cases of portable, front switchboard, and wall 
No. 6506. The Data Sheet in the front of this recorder 

with standard meter seals or locked with a 
whether this instrument is Switch or Voltage small padlock. All flush cases have a flush 
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latch and built-in lock. Two keys are fur- chart and inserting it in the hole in the pen 
nished with each flush recorder. They are filler. Let the filler draw ink through the 
in an envelope taped to the top of the case. pen until you can see ink in the glass tube 

of the pen filler. Remove the pen from the 
filler and let the pen rest on the chart.  
It should write a clean line when pushed 

SETTING UP FOR USE back and forth.  
DO NOT SPILL INK ON THE RECORDER.  

This procedure is described in the chart Remove any spilled ink immediately with a 

drive instructions, IS 20. Refer to the rag or blotter. If ink is spilled on clothing, 
illustrations on charting the drive and ink- wash it out as soon as possible, preferably 
ing the instrument in this section. with warm water and Lava soap. By per

sistent washing, the spots can usually be 
removed.  

CONNECTING CONCIGINSPECTING THE RECORD[ 

Do not connect the recorder without first re- Any length of chart can be pulled from the re
ferring to the wiring diagrams in this book. roll for inspection of the record. Pull the 
Incorrect connections may cause permanent chart straight out from the reroll. The reroll 
damage to the recorder. All terminals are has a lock system whereby a sudden release 
marked with an identifying number correspond- of tension on the unrolled portion of the chart 
ing to the pen number. The marking appears will lock the reroll, removing tension from the 
on instrument terminals and on the connection chart and allowing it to be examined at leisure.  
diagram. The Esterline Angus Company does To rewind the chart, first pull it forward 
not furnish the switches or contacts for opera- slightly from the reroll and then let it wind 
tion of the pens, but operating voltage and slowly back onto the reroll roller.  
electrical data for the recorder will be found 
on the nameplate inside of the case at the 
bottom, and on the Data Sheet. REMOVING THE RECORD CHART 
In permanent installations where the pen 
electromagnets are to operate on DC, the To remove the rerolled chart, grasp the chart 
electromagnet coils should be connected to with the left hand and-push down the reroll 
the negative polarity of the power supply; latch on the right end. Pull the chart roll 
the switches or relay contacts which actuate forward, out of the instrument.  
the electromagnets should be connected to the To remove the chart roll from the reroll, pull 
positive polarity between the power supply the plug out of the right end of the rerolltube 
and the electromagnets. by grasping the edge of the right hand disk.  

The chart can then be pulled off the tube by 
holding the disk on the gear end. If the chart 
sticks on the tube, twist the tube in a counter

FILLINGclockwise direction (as seen from the gear 
FILLIG WIT INKend) as it is being withdrawn from the chart.  

Remove pens #12 and #13 from the inkwell The chart is then readyforinspectionorfiling.  
assembly. Use the inkwell filler to add ink An Esterline Angus Chart Inspector is a use
through the filler hole in the center of the ful device for routine examination of record 
inkwell cover. Replace pens #12 and #13 charts and its purchase is suggestedifanumber 
making sure that the pen tails engage the flat, of charts are to be studied.  
finger-like lever arms extendin- from the 
electromagnets. FEEDING USED CHART OUT OF 

Fill each pen, using the pen filler furnished BOTTOM OF CASE 
with the recorder. First lower the scale- On all instrument cases, provision maybe made 
plate slightly so all pen points rest on the for feeding the chart out of the case through 
chart. Compress the bulb of the pen filler, a slot in the bottom. To feed the chart in 
lay the flat side of the rubber tip on the chart this manner instead of rerolling, remove the 
under the pen to be filled, raise the pen rubber strip (or section of gasket) at the lower 
element and insert the pen point into the hole edge of the case cover. The end of the chart 
in the rubber tip. A pair of tweezers will which hangs out of the case should be weighed.  

facilitate lifting each pen point off of. the A one ounce clamp-on object is sufficiently 
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heavy for this purpose. Do not pull or jerk Continue the operation until the water coming 
on the end of the chart, as this may throw from the . pens is clear. Flush out the other 
it out of time. two pens removed and replace them in the 

inkwell. Remove the end pen again and pour 
CARE OF THE INKING SYSTEM out all water through the end hole in the cover.  

Use only Esterline Angus recorder ink. It To remove water from the pen elements, lay 
is made especially to satisfy the exacting re- the inkwell so that the pen tips rest on an ab
quirements of recording instruments. Keep sorbent paper towel or blotter. It will take 
the bottle tightly capped to minimize evapora- approximately ten minutes for the water to be 
tion and to prevent dirt from getting into the drawn out of the pen elements. Any water re
ink. Ink begins to thicken at low temperatures maining on the inkwell should be blotted off.  
and heat must be provided in the recorder if 
the temperature stays below 200 F. With the pen elements in place, carefully re

move the inkwell cover for inspection of the 

The inkwell and pen elements of the event inkwell. The inkwell should be thoroughly 
recorder are made so that any pen element rerecoderaremad sothatanypeneleentre- clean, but if there is any dried ink still in the 

quiring attention can be removed and replaced ink in sem s , it mae 
individually, or all the pen elements can be fled th inknd reislen the r e 
taken out with the inkwell, and both inkwell and 
pens can be replaced in the recorder in one It is convenient, and sometimes advisable, 
operation. When removing the inkwell, or set- to have an extra pen element to use in the 
ting it in place, hold it by the lifter handles. instrument if one is dropped or bent in hand
The inkwell should be pushed to the right as ling.  
far as it will go when removing or replacing 
it. When the inkwell is in place, springs will CAUTION: Always remove pens and inkwell before 
hold it in the correct position. Be sure that taking the chart drive out of the recorder, 
the inkwell is held firmly in place and that or before subjecting the recorder to any 
the tails on the pen elements are all engaged handling which may spill the ink.  
with the flat, finger-like lever arms which 
project from the electromagnets. PEN ADJUSTMENT -- If the chart drive has 

been repaired or moved from one instrument 
Once per week or every two weeks, the inkwell to another, adjustment may be required to 
and the pen elements should be thoroughly make the pens wite on their respective lines.  
cleaned. There are two methods of cleaning; This adjustment is made by moving the comb 
the choice of method is left up to the user. stop to right or left. This stop is held in 
The first method starts with the removal of the place by the two screw studs that support the 
inkwell and pen elements from the recorder. inkwell. Remove the inkwell and pens. Loosen 
Remove the pen elements and pry the cover off the two studs and pry the comb stop to the 
the inkwell. Do not damage the pen elements right or left as required. Tighten the studs 
while removing them. Wash out the inkwell, and replace the inkwell and pens. If some 
removing all dried ink. Use the rubber pen pens do not write on their respective lines, 
filler to force water through the pen elements. the pen elements can be bent slightly to align 
When both inkwell and pens are clean, replace them. A print illustrating this operation will 
the cover on the inkwell by pressing it firmly be furnished upon request.  
into the inkwell. Position the pen elements 
in the inkwell cover and reinstall the assembly SUPPLIES AND SPARE PARTS 
in the recorder. Fill the inkwell with fresh 
ink and prime the pens.  inkandprie te pns.Although the Esterline Anrgus factory is pre

pared to ship charts and ink within two or 
The second method enables the user to wash three days after the order is received, the 
both inkwell and pen elements in the same op- user should forecast his need for these es
eration. After removing the inkwell assembly sential items so that his recorder need never 
from the recorder, remove one of the end pens be idle for lack of supplies. Keep on hand at 
from the inkwell cover and, holding other pens all times enough charts and ink to operate 
in position, pour out remaining ink through each recorder for at least one month. By 
the end hole. Replace the end pen and remove purchasing in larger quantities, worthwhile 
the two pens covering the inkwell filler hole. savings can be made on these items.  
Direct a stream of water into the filler hole 
of the inkwell. As the inkwell fills, water INK -- Esterline Angus ink is supplied in 
will be forced through the pen elements. three colors, red, green. and black. All 
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colors are furnished in two-ounce and one- PACKING FOR SHIPMENT 
pint bottles. Red ink is standard and will be 
supplied unless otherwise specified. If the recorder is to be returned tothe factory 

for repairs, send a purchase order andask for 

CHARTS -- Use only E-A charts. We cannot shipping instructions and at the same time 
guarantee satisfactory recording unless ourfor its return. If 
guarantee stsfctr Recordingaunesourb time does not permit this normal handling, the 
charts are used. Record charts should be following procedure may be used: Wash out 
ordered by number. This number will be teikeladpneeet.Me elcn 
found on the right-hand edge of the used chart. the inkwell and pen elements raise 

the pens by means of the pen lifter wire, and 

SPARE PARTS -- When ordering parts, always tie the wire to the scaleplate. Next, tie the 

give the instrument serial number as well as vents the pens from moving during shipment.  
individual parts numbers. See the Movement Remove all studs from switchboard instru
Assembly print in this book for electromagnet ments. Protect the glass front with a small 
parts numbers and assembly drawings. Refer board and wrap the recorder in heavy paper 
to the chart-drive print for parts data on the to prevent excelsior from sifting into the 
chart drive. mechanism.  

GUARANTEE Use a strong substantial packing box, large 

Esterline Angus instruments areguaranteedto enough to permit several inches of dry excel
be free from defects due to faulty materials sior on all sides of the recorder. Ship by 
or workmanship. Any instrument proving prepaid expresE 
defective within one year from date of ship
ment will be repaired or replaced free of 
charge when returned to our factory, shipping 
costs prepaid, provided the instrument has not and mark
been tampered with or misused. We do not 
assume responsibility for repairs made out
side our factory. "ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT, HANDLE CAREFULLY 
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INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR THE OPERATION AND CARE OF 

PHANTOM CHART DRIVES 
WIH LCTICRROLSYLS91-P 92-P 92-PC WITH ELECTRIC REROLL, STYLES p93P (TYPE 6EX), 94-P (TYPE 6EC) AND 9 PC (TYPE 6ECC) 

Extra Change Gear 
Storage Clip 

onChart Drive 

Right Hand 
Left Hand Chart Guide Chart Guide 

Drive Roll Pins Chart Time 
Set Knob 

Driven Change Gear 
Coupling Shaft 

Driving Change Gear 
ar Chart Drive 

Name Plate 

Power Supply Switch 

Instruction Plate 

Reroll Gear Cover Supply Roll Arbor 

Reroll Roller 
Reroll Latch 

Reroll Latch 

Instrument Name Plate 
Zero Adjust Lever 

- Instrument Serial 

The phantom chart drive is propelled by a source styles this power is provided by an induction mo
of power external to the drive. This external tor which winds a storage spring. The spring trans
source is commonly a self-powered chart drive mits the power to the reroll. The rated frequency 
installed in one side of a twin recorder; the phan- and voltage for the motor are shown on the chart 
tom drive is installed in the other side and is drive nameplate and in the terminal markings on the 
directly coupled to the powered drive. back of the recorder. Operating limits are ! 10% 

of rated voltage; frequency need not be too close
All phantom chart drives have their own power for ly regulated. Complete electrical data is provided 
rerolling the used record chart. In the series 90 in the table on the following page.  

IS 20 D _ PHANTOM CHART DRIVES 
WITH ELECTRIC REROLL



IS 2 D -PHANTOM CHART DRIVES IS 20 D - WITH ELECTRIC REROLL 

Reroll Motor Data Coupling too'r External Shaft or Motor 
Ratig VA Wait Ampres application of an L -A instrument or a phantom chart 

Rating VA Watts Amperes 
S --- --- ~drive. requires that it be driven from some external 

120 Volts. 60 Cycles 5 6 0.13 shaft or motor instead of a powered chart drive, the 
240 Volts, 60 Cycles 15 I 6 0 07 
120 Volts, 50 Cycles 6 0.13 driving member should be attached to the coupling 
240 Volts. 50 Cycles 6 07 shaft by means of a flexible coupling. The ends of 
120 Volts. 25 Cycles 9 4 0.08 
240 Volts, 25 Cycles 9 4 0.04 the coupling shaft are fitted with a ball and cross 

________________________ -- pin which engages the slotted coupling head. T he 

Esterline Angus Company can furnish a variety of 

couplings or simplv a coupling head so the user 

Unwinding the Reroll Spring - The reroll gear train can make up his own coupling shaft. The uses which 

can be replaced as a unit or the reroll storage these drives will accommodate are listed under 

spring assembly only can be replaced. In either case, recommendations" in the accompanying table on this 

be sure to let down the reroll spring before attempting 

disassembly. \'ith power off, hold the chart reroll Rerol Capacity With Power OFf - When the power to 

roller in the hand and let it revolve slowly, until the reroll motor of these drives fails, the reroll 

it does not turn. Damage may result if disassembly ii oesnottur, Dmag my rsul ifdisssebi storage spring has the capacity to wind up 18" of 

is attempted with energy stored in the spring, used chart.  

Chart Travel vs Coupling Shaft Rotation 

No. Tdpe Chart Travel Recommendations 

91t Phantom drives contain use in twin meter e ipped with synchronous or motor-wound spring chart drive. Atso where cart 

letce no power unit. One revd motion is proportional to some quantity other than time. AC is available and'driving source eurpts 

93uPrication Use 40 iltoflui cae mall eare e e a spal lbrcaoun. Ch onl of 

Epinhl ii en s athestted cpclng heyd Te
Angs C n iot awis or Use onere chartmotinisrtebtrl ifn d Iom any o an fi r is all a riet 

91.--p drg cutc sondnggeas i pace sorc dos o upletretring forc sime l c a o pioing e d s t e u e 

canihe makeet uphsowiopinthfthh se hc 

Lurchartion dri se normally O ing tolbattepear thsae trie wilah lubric atione ars lsbtd ade 

ing. Tis illis vaiab.6 romtheEstrlie c"rec omm nto"in rthet cmanyingls tbev o thi 

Angu Copan nI o. bttls ad i fo us on atebeRero r Caaifdy. WIh PoilnswerllWe th empower  

chart Trve s Couplig Shfotatin ttmeaue httomc urcto sams sbdao 

of 20I to 100D F. temperatures outside of this little. Do ot Over Oil 

ESTERLINE ANGUS INSTRUMVENT COMPANY, iNC.  

INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 
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Specifications 

Electromagnets Response Speed-For pens to make full deflection, circuit must be 
VOLTAGE TYPE-Common or Separate Return closed or open for at least 15 milliseconds. On repetitive 

Watts Ohms Ohms insignals, a maximum of 10 on-off cycles per second with 
Rated Voltage4  Coil Milli- per per Coil Series equal "on" and "oft" periods can be accommodated.  

Style amperes-* Circuit (DC)I ± 0% with Coil 
Direct Current" 2iec Vorret- 7 35 Nn Stylus Heating Circuit-On inleless recorders an independent cir2 Voits N 570 1.1 3.5 None 4 Volts K 286 1.1 14 None cuit is provided for stylus heating. This circuit can be rated 

6 Volts J 231 1.4 26 None 6 Voltis 0 131 1.04 26 None for operation from 120 or 240 volts, 50-60 cycles, 40 VA. A 8 Volts G 13 1 1.0 61 None 
10 Volts F 99 1.0 101 None 400 cycle rating may be obtained on special order. A rheostat 
12 Volts F 119 1.4 10 None is provided to adjust stylus heat thereby widening or narrow
14 Volts E 90 1.3 156 None 
16 Volts D 67 1.1 238 None ing the recorded line. Stylus heat must be on 5 seconds be
18 volts D 76 1.4 238 None fore record is made.  
24 Volts C 65 1.6 372 None 
28 Volts B 42 1.2 666 None 
32 Volts A 29 0.9 1.092 None 
48 Volts T 29 1.4 1,650 None 

125 Volts T 31 3.5 1,650 3,000 Leads-None furnished. Leads used with switch-type recorder 
250 Volts T 26 6.5 1,650 8,000 may have resistance up to 35 ohms per circuit (approximately 

50-60 Cycles AC 
6 Volts N 447 1.6 3.5 None 

12 Volts K 233 1.7 14 None 
24 Volts G 103 1.5 61 None 

120 Volts T 20 1.5 1,650 None 
240 Volts T 21. 4.5 1,650 7,000 terminal strips.  

SWITCH TYPE-Common Return Only 

50-60 Cycles AC Electrical characteristics of individual coils are 
120 Volts G the same as listed for voltage type, 24 volt, 50-60 
240 Volts G cycle, style G coil, in above table.  240 olt G ccle stye Gcoil inabov tale.Dielectric Test-1,500 volts, 60 cycles, for one minute.  

*Al electromagnets are guaranteed to operate at voltages 15% above or below rating.  
-in permanent installations, it is preferable for the recorder coils to be connected to the 
negative polarity of the power supply, the switches or relay contacts to be in the positive furnished for any voltage from 2 to 250 volts DC, and from 6 
lead between the power supply and the recorder. to 240 volts AC, 50-60 cycles. For series operation, such as in 

"-Recorders with high input impedance can be ordered for DC circuits. The input rating the secondary of a current transformer, special low impedance 
can be as low as 12 V DC or as high as 55 V DC. Signal current at rated voltage will be coils should be used. Consult factory, giving details of ap
approximately I MA. These high impedance recorders are especially applicable to the 
study of telephone circuits which cannot carry high instrument burdens. plication.  

Recorder Types 

macecyclewamacemayibeobanedo v e lodr Aresa 

PEN NUMBERS.e*nue. PEN NUMBERS 
mayhaveresistane2 ELECTROup t 35 o p 

4 02 

-04 

5o0.00e f N i 0 o 
LAMP 

Dielecric Tst-1,50vols, 60 cyls ao n minute.~ 

O.Ev :0L0I 
souvcE .. o. .oaiLao.  

cotmon 2O40R v A 6eCE separate switch return circuits type 

SS-.50 1



Recorders Actuation 

Application of Potential Rotary Motion Reciprocating Motion 

0f 0 

Temperature Pressure Position.  
Weight or Force 

sou.c 

Presence ot an Peec tLgtPyia otc 

PressqeePoition 

'OC(So ICE 

vr i enren S s a Presence of Light Physical Contact 
Opaque Body 

Adaptable to hundreds of research, production, and maintenance uses. the Esterline Angus Event Recorder is an extremely 
versatile instrument. Sketches above show a few of the variety of ways in which its channels may be actuated.  

n _m.7-_'r --mar- r tarn 

* * * * * * * * * .. . . . . . . . , 

Rectangular Record-A majority of Event Recorder charts look like the one above.  
The open rectangles reveal the times during which electromagnets were energized; that 
is, the times during which avents cocurmd ihen the events were no longer taking piace..  
the electromagnets were d6-energized and tre writing elements returned to then base 
Ines. Telephone studies, circuit breaker operation, elevator movements and chemical ...... ..........  

process supervising often produce records such as these.  
Band Record-This type of record (above right) is produced by rapidly opening and 
closing contactors, usually those connected to reciprocating or rotating machines. Chart 
speed and method'of actuation are chosen so the writing elements produce overlapping 
marks. The bold band contrasts sharply with the single straight line drawn when the 
machines were not running.  

Impulse Record-When the writing element is energized only momentarily, its return 
stroke falls on almost the same place as the active stroke. This produces a single cross- ..........  
wise mark (right). This type of record is valuable for counting objects on a conveyor.  
vehicles on a highway or billets coming from a furnace.  

Combination Record (not illustrated)-Any combination of the three types of records can 
be obtained in a single recorder simply by making proper selection of actuating devices.  

ss-50 
1M266



/ / ___ INSTRUMENT DATA SHEET-CUSTOMIZED SPECIFICATIONS 

DAYA liEET (c MEdl.4 NYRECORDE r 27z7 

Pur. Orcer III0 No... SO 0 

Fo; Usa r! 

____________panl Lmp.  

Other Case Features-..  

Number of Channels- . NPN 

Elect:omagnet Assemblies.  

Sca;e V . Sc. No .CHAFIT 

rypr

In. Transformer: Pri. Volts - - Sec. Volts Cycles 

jh S.or 7 .C//'.. No./2 d..fd6 v0  <(~$'ZC" __7___Muit. NP No.L2. ...2U 

Chan. Numbs/ lRatin/..... Av. Coil Ritne_________________Scries Res-'i.es A2 

Chan. Num bers 1 7 ; IRating Av. Co l Resistance Series Res. 
Chan. Numbers--- Rating- Av. Col Resistance Sre e 

* Chan. Numbers........--.....-------. Ratinz Av. Coil Resistanc Series Res.-.  

Chan. Numbers .. ... ..... . . Rating. _. Av. Coil Resistance Series e 

. r-/d. o r zZ . .... 2'iZ... ____________.________ 

.o GPCZIAL Trt-TUTS: A '/L 

CHART DfliE: Type G 
Feeds: In. per H n prMi: n prSe-- 1 '' 

rS , -Internal Motor: Vots Cycles 

int. Trip Coil: Volts...-.. -- Cycles- Ohms. - sories Ohm

f' xternal motor: FS N o.. Volts... Cyces 2 . No 2. Rheo 

7 9thct Chart Ori6ve Feaurs/6....-22 - Z 

DIELECTRIC TESTS (AC Volts): Coil Circuis..-s'*- internal Mon10 -a- Ee. otor.. .dZ2 

Lamp Circui Trip Coils Aux. Transf 

AUXILIARY APPARATUS FURUlISHED BY ESTERLIIE ANGUS 

Control Trans Mfr Model . . Vols: Pri Sec. Cycles 

iE.m Countor M MAde-- 6l 
Cys.' 

DS by. t 2, .. Assem. by-.  
Inspections; stFinaL n---- Date -- -'-- 

* Life and Sequene Test D o .IAL.....- -

Meler card sAlry 
Mention this number in correspondence.  

v'marre s ~O .*.& . . .

room It



/J J INSTRUMENT DATA SHEET-CUSTOMIZED SPECIFICATIONS 

DATA lIiEET or MlodeI 4. -,2-0 = EVENT RECnDER . f// 7/ .. 72J/'F .  

Sold I Yay : *e/,2D A- .  

PaIr. Order INo SO .. e No

For use~A / A A'~ A 

c;2- ' /.. sr~ 4 or - panel.t m X ' ~2.~.Z ~ 
O~her Caso Features....................  
Number of Channels--. // 

EleIcromyn3o et Assem lits..

Scale. Sc. No.a 2- CHAIT N a2 

* Elctirical Riiin'y: Vo: s-427____<_______________C 

Int. Transformer: Pri. Voits__ Sec. Volts.. Cycles 

u1L Bo6 20 A/ .. No./2 ... Vots 1 z 

. Chan Numbers,/ //fl/. .._.2.. Av. Coil Resistance 

Chan. Numbers__ Rating Av. Coil Resistance Scries Res.

Chan. Numbers..-- - Rating Av. Coil Resistance Series Res.  

Chan. Numbers.. . ....- ----. Rating -. Av. Coil Resistanc Series Res.. .. ..... .  

ID NoWy .' /.6, n Connection Diagrams 
SPECIAL FEAT U RS:____.'____-_'oo 

CHART DFI VE: Type NoIn. perSc 

Fee ds: In. perHz In. per Mi In-e 

FS No. In ternal Motor: Vols Cycles.4..JO 

lnt..Trip Coil: o.VcLt --... Cycles- - Ohms. Series 0.nsr 

External Motor: FS No Volts- Cycles. No Rheo 

Other Chart Drive Features 

DIELECTRIC TESTS (AC Volts): Coil r Internal MEotor... /orExtotor_ 

Lamp Circuit / re--- Trip Coils Aux. Transt 

7 A, Ex A c-i SCA~ 7 7, r-~r7 A Y:rAe z- tr 7 (' .r. /.5-, 6 r -I 

AUXILIARY APPARATU3 FURNISHED BY.ESTERLIrE ANGUS 

Control Trans.Mft Model. . Volts: Prl See Cycles 

Elc Co. uinter . Mf,_M d I . . - \olsCy................ .Cyc.  

DS by<. 's,. Assem. by 

inspections: 1st , Final- - Date 

Life and Sequence Test D.a. SERIAL Ne.1 " !!!/ 

*.Meter card et hlMention this number in correspondence.  

4 014veo n trU..A.  

* -*
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